DISCOVER Country lanes

ON THE ROAD
When winter rain soaks footpaths into
impassable quagmires, the solid ground of
this country’s lacework of country lanes
offers cracking winter walking.
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SLOW MOVING
TR AFFIC AHEAD
Who needs wheels?
The quietest country
lanes are perfect for
exploring on foot.
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DISCOVER Country lanes

More ideas for winter walks...
Find quiet lanes
near you
Some of Britain’s most tranquil
highways are now officially
designated as Quiet Lanes.
Cars are still permitted but
signs indicate the tarmac is
shared with walkers, cyclists
and horse-riders, while
motorised traffic is encouraged
on to other routes. A bit of
Googling is the best way to find
ones on your local patch, or try your
county council website for info: the
Greensand Ridge in Kent (see the London
Countryway feature on page 70) and the North Norfolk Area
of Outstanding Beauty were pioneers in the scheme, but these
peaceful lanes are gradually spidering out across the nation.

BLUE HEAVEN
Frost and mist
turn Shropshire’s
contours into an
ethereal spectacle.
 HIGH STREET

The sky-scraping
lane atop the Long
Mynd is one of the
highest in Britain.

Between the frosted fields and the
“
high azure sky, the mist and contours
layer up through sixty shades of blue.”

See Britain’s
longest views
setting and track-like highway make it feel like we
should be looking at a footpath waymarker. We see
no other traffic, either motorised or pedestrian, as
we bowl along the gated highway through frosted
fields of sheep, with the Mynd rounding up to our
left and stretching away to the south like a huge
turf blancmange.
The air is crackling cold today and this ancient
hill has seen its share of weather, forming close to
the edge of the Antarctic circle in the Precambrian
560 million years ago, before it was driven north
across the scorching equator by tectonic plate
shifts and continental drift to arrive at its current
location. During the last ice age it was clamped

Celebrate the diamond-clarity of
winter skies by seeking out the
nation’s most extensive vistas.
We could spy 63 miles from the
Long Mynd to Snowdon, but
the longest theoretical sightline
in Britain is said to stretch 144
miles from the Merrick* in the
Galloway Hills of southern
Scotland to Snowdon. Even if you
can’t see to the roof of Wales – and
it would need exceptionally clear
conditions – the Merrick’s nearer view spans
a beguiling world of loch and wild hill. It’s also in a Gold Tier Dark Sky Park,
which means once the sun sets your panorama can soar more than two
million light years through space to the Andromeda and Triangulum
Galaxies, the most distant astronomical objects visible to the naked eye.

between glaciers and capped with a permanent
snowfield: as temperatures rose, the ensuing
meltwater carved many of the steep valleys –
known as batches – that slice into the Mynd’s
bulbous flanks.
At the cluster of houses called Asterton,
we round a hairpin and start the climb up
those slopes. Two pairs of double arrows on
the map hint at the gradient ahead, and although
no road will ever climb as steeply as a mountain
footpath, it’s a calf-charring haul. It’s also one
that feels safer on foot, as the edge of the narrow
tarmac strip cuts above a grassy abyss, with just
the odd reflector post to check your swerve. u

Walk to church
On January 29th 1865 Reverend
Carr crossed the Long Mynd to
preach at an outlying church
at Ratlinghope, and on his
return was caught in a terrible
snowstorm. He battled drifts
up to 20 feet deep, as his hair
and beard turned to icicles, and
slipped down the frozen slopes:
‘The pace I was going in this
headlong descent must have been
very great, yet it seemed to occupy
a marvellous space of time, long
enough for the events of my whole
previous life to pass before me.’ His parishioners thought he’d perished,
and the children who spotted an ice-clad apparition staggering into
Carding Mill Valley 27 hours later ran away screaming, but miraculously he
survived. You can take a far less terrifying walk through the snow to some
of Britain’s remotest and most beautiful churches: stroll the Pembrokeshire
Coast Path to the tiny, cliff-clinging hermit chapel of St Govan*; walk to
the Chapel of St Peter on the Wall on the edge of the salt marshes near
Bradwell on Sea*; or climb to the crag top church of Brent Tor* on the
western fringe of Dartmoor.
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OW DON’T GET us wrong,
we don’t mind a bit of mud here
at CW: it’s what walking boots
and gaiters are made for. But
sometimes – say you’ve sat in the
sludge five times since breakfast,
your knees are fast vanishing
into the mire, or you’re dragging football-clods of
clays on both soles – you may yearn for something a
little less slimy and sucky underfoot. Something a
little like tarmac perhaps. Something like a road.
Not all of Britain’s roads are 12-lane highways
like the M25. Over half of the nation’s network –
more than 132,000 miles – is classified as minor
rural lane, and the remotest country ones have
bitumen barely a Smart car wide, with plump
hedges on both sides and bright moss striping
the central line. These roads barely see a vehicle
from sunup to sundown, as most drivers loathe
scratching their cars round corners at 3mph
and reversing miles to passing spaces – which
leaves that tarmac a tranquil place for walkers.
Tucked between the wide stripes of blue
motorway and fuschia A-roads on the map, you
can scout out the tiny yellow tendrils of these little
lanes. Here in Shropshire they curl alluringly round
the toothy quartzite ridgeline of the Stiperstones,
along the hem of the Clee Hills, and right up onto
the summit plateau of the Long Mynd, and we plot
a 10-mile lane loop to explore the vast massif
of this ‘long mountain’.
From the hamlet of Bridges we set off along the
lane, funnelled first between bank and hedge to
Coates Farm, where a road sign by a barn points
us on to Medlicott. It looks incongruous: the rural

DISCOVER Country lanes
t NATIONAL
The view across the abyss is glorious. A.E.
BEAUT Y
Housman wrote of the county’s ‘blue remembered
The National Trust
hills’ in A Shropshire Lad in 1896 and on days like
owns and cares for
this I can see why the phrase has appeared in
much of the Long
almost every article about the area since. Between
Mynd, at the heart of
the frosted fields and the high azure sky, the mist
the Shropshire Hills
Area of Outstanding
and contours layer up through sixty shades of blue.
Natural Beauty.
As we hit the 400m contour, the gradient
eases and we join The Port Way to cruise along
 ROADSIDE
a skylining stretch of road – it tops out at 1614
REST STOP
Perching on the
feet/492m above sea-level which nudges it into
verge to watch
the nation’s highest 50 highways. And the asphalt
the world go by:
shrouds an ancient history: it’s thought that this
in this case a flock
ridgeway was first used to keep feet dry above the
of goldcrests.
valley rivers in prehistoric times, later being walked
by 17th-century drovers and 18th-century travellers  TOP OF
THE WORLD
keen to avoid the tolls on the turnpike roads below.
Studying the
It’s now part of the Shropshire Way, a network of
view from Pole
trails across the county, and we take a short detour
Bank where the
off the bitumen to follow the Way along a wide track topograph (below
to the triangulation point that marks Pole Bank and left) shows just how
far you can see.
the tallest point on the sprawling plateau of the
Long Mynd at 1693 feet/516m. It’s not the loftiest
point in the county – that prize goes to Brown Clee
Hill, 77 feet higher on a shelf of ridgeline visible out
to the east – but the panorama here is mesmerising.
Snow highlights the peaks of Snowdonia out to the
north west and I crane down to look along the
sightlines of the topograph to be sure of what I’m
looking at: the Aran Ridge, Cadair Idris, and the u

More ideas for winter walks...
Tread the high,
dry ground
The ancient track of the Long
Mynd’s Port Way has been
carrying walkers above the
damp Shropshire valleys for
five millennia, and it’s one of
many historic height-hugging
ridgeways across Britain that
make for dry-boot winter
walking. The Ridgeway National
Trail from Avebury to Ivinghoe
Beacon is the most famous, but
it’s just one part of a far longer path
known as the Greater Ridgeway, which
also includes the Wessex Ridgeway, Icknield Way and Peddars Way,
and forms a 362-mile traverse of England from Lyme Regis in Dorset
to Hunstanton in Norfolk. Walk it all as a winter odyssey or sample
a bite-size chunk, stepping out in the footsteps of your ancestors.

Explore eccentric
traditions

The Aran Ridge, Cadair Idris,
“
and the distant prize of Snowdon
itself… visible 63 miles away
through the clear winter skies.

Hunt fossils
Tiny craters pock across some of
the sandstones of the Long Mynd,
thought to be the fossilised
evidence of raindrops over
500 millions years ago. Or
that was the thinking until
2011, when further study
suggested they were made
by beltanellaformis minutiae,
one of Earth’s first life forms.
Winter is a rich season for
coastal fossil hunting as the
stormy seas and wild weather
dislodge new finds from the cliff. Take
your rock hammer to the Norfolk shore
between East Runton* and Sheringham; to the World Heritage Jurassic
Coast at Seatown in Dorset, where the coast path leads up onto Golden
Cap*; and on a walk from Hawkser* in North Yorkshire, to explore the
Whitby and Saltwick Bay foreshores.
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England’s last sin-eater,
Richard Munslow, lies in a grave
in the Shropshire hamlet of
Ratlinghope, just a short detour
from this walk. The prayer of
the sin-eater says ‘For thy
peace I pawn my own soul’,
and Munslow was paid to take
on the sins of the dead, by eating
bread and drinking wine that had
been passed across the body. If you
relish eccentric tradition, there’s plenty
of winter-time weirdness to enjoy across
Britain. You could sing to apple trees in the ancient tradition of wassail
around January 6th, after a walk through the orchards at Much Marcle*
in Herefordshire; join a Shrovetide football match at Ashbourne* in the
Peak District, where teams riot through the streets between goals three
miles apart; or see the Moonraking at Slaithwaite in West Yorkshire,
where in February a giant paper moon will be fished from the water
and carried round the lantern-lit village by gnomes.

DISCOVER Country lanes

It’s a wonderfully
“
sinuous bit of lane…

More ideas for winter walks...

and with smooth tarmac
trundling underfoot
I barely need to take my
gaze from the view.

Step into a storybook

MILES OF
ADVENTURE
There are thousands
of miles of tranquil,
walker-friendly
lanes across Britain.

across the lane – in the right light even bitumen
looks picturesque – but they hold no heat. It is
achingly cold now, and more than at any other point
today, I’m grateful my feet are dry. I’m even happier
when I get to the pub at Bridges, as I can race right
in with clean boots and trousers, rather than
wrestling muddy footwear on the threshold.
Easy terrain underfoot, nation-spanning views,
simple navigation, and no delay getting to the
pub’s crackling fire: there’s a lot to be said
for hitting the road on a winter’s day.

 LIVESTOCK

Take the waters
If you’ve been suffering from winter ills then it
could be time for a water cure. The springs
of the Long Mynd have long been prized for
their purity – the aqua’s been bottled since
1883 – and the spa town of Church Stretton
was known as Little Switzerland for its hills,
fresh air and sparkling water. Other spa
resorts to walk off the winter blues include
Buxton* in Derbyshire, Knaresborough* in North
Yorkshire and Woodhall Spa* in Lincolnshire.

ON ROAD

Wild ponies
roam the moors
– and lanes – of
Shropshire’s uplands.

Plan your trip
WALK HERE

 THE LONG

MOUNTAIN

Turn to Walk 9 in this issue
for your step-by-step guide and
map to the lanes of the Long Mynd.

You can see where
the Mynd gets its
name, as its contours
fade south to the
distant horizon.

GETTING THERE
It’s a drive on narrow lanes
to reach the start of the walk
at Bridges, six miles north east
of Bishop’s Castle. No public
transport in winter; seasonal
Shropshire Hills Shuttle from
Church Stretton (which has a train
station) on summer weekends.

WHERE TO EAT

WHERE TO STAY

DISCOVER MORE
The idea for walking Britain’s
quietest country roads was
inspired by the cycling books,
Lost Lanes, by Jack Thurston.
There are two – one for southeast England and one for Wales
and the Borders – and you can
find out more and buy copies at
www.wildthingspublishing.com

Country Walking stayed at
Court Farm B&B (01694 771219,
www.courtfarm.eu) on the other
side of the Long Mynd at Gretton.
The gorgeous Georgian farmhouse
has two ensuite bedrooms with
views of the cobbled courtyard,
a cosy sitting room warmed by
a roaring log burner, and owner
Alison cooks up scrumptious – and
award-winning – breakfasts with
produce from the farm. Doubles
from £70/pn. Alternatively, try
the Bridges Youth Hostel (01588
650656, www.yha.org.uk/hostel/
bridges) close to the start of the
route, with dorm beds from £19.

The Bridges (01588 650260,
www.thebridgespub.co.uk) –
formerly The Horseshoe Inn – is
a welcoming pub at the start/finish
of your walk, serving food from
7.30am through to 9pm (hours vary
slightly on Sun), from bacon baps
(£3.50) to scampi and chips in a
basket for lunch (£6) to lamb shank
with minted gravy (£15) for dinner.
Accommodation available too. Or
try the Royal Oak (01694 771266)
in Cardington, a walk along the lane
from Court Farm B&B. It’s said to
be Shropshire’s oldest continuously
licensed pub and you can tuck into
mushroom and spinach lasagne or
chicken curry in its low-beamed bar.

i

MORE INFORMATION

Visit www.shropshiretourism.
co.uk or call Church Stretton Info
Centre on 01694 723133.
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distant prize of Snowdon itself, crammed
onto the edge of the dial and visible 63 miles/
101km away through the clear winter skies.
The track drops down and we hit the road
again, curving down towards Ratlinghope. It’s
a wonderfully sinuous bit of lane, rounding soaring
chicanes above the steep culvert of Bilbatch. And
with smooth tarmac trundling underfoot I barely
need to take my gaze from the view – there are no
worries that the next step will plunge a foot deep
in mud – and I’ve barely needed to look at the
map either: roads are much easier to navigate
than intricate paths.
The bare uplands give way to field and copse
as we descend, and the hedgerow trees entwine to
throw a doily of shadow across the road and a little
flurry of goldcrests flutter along the lane ahead of
us – tiny fluffball birds that are the smallest breed
in Britain. Winter is a beautiful time on the Long
Mynd, when the bilberry bushes die back to reveal
lacy lichens, and flocks of golden plover congregate
on the High Park fields of its northern tip, joining
the wild ponies and buzzards that roam the hill
and sky year round.
Life is still frozen solid in the shadows. Fallen
leaves by the side of the road lie in frost-etched
heaps and puddles are iced into pale patterns. The
long, low rays of winter sunshine cast golden glints
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Many of us fell in love with the British landscape
through the pages of children’s books, and a
nostalgic adventure makes a heart-warming
walk for a cold day. Shropshire was the
stamping ground of Malcolm Saville’s Lone
Pine Five, or you could enjoy lashings of
ginger beer on a Famous Five walk from
Swanage to Corfe Castle* – aka Kirrin –
in Dorset; hunt woozles in the snow with
Winnie-the-Pooh in Sussex’s Ashdown Forest*;
or explore the water and fells of Coniston* with
Arthur Ransome’s Swallows and Amazons. And
Lord of the Rings fans should turn to page 62.

